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            Catmint

      Nepeta cataria (50g) 

Cats appear to be almost mystically attracted to this often-grown ornamental herb, and clearly feel a strong psychoactive effect upon contact with it - hence the name Catnip.
..
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            Chaga 

      Chaga - Inonotus obliquus (50g)

Chaga (Tschaga) was outside Eastern
ignored europe for a long time. Only since
a few years ago this is also very important
us native, medicinal mushroom more and ..
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            Marshmallow - Organic

      Althaea officinalis (50g)

Althaea, AKA the marshmallow plant, was originally used as a medicine by the ancient Egyptians. Its usage in Europe is traceable back to the 11th century, when candied pie..
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            Skullcap

      Scutellaria galericulata (50g) 

Skullcap is a wonderfully relaxing and nerve-calming herb used traditionally throughout Europe to treat anxiety and restlessness. 

Skullcap tea is a very relaxed ..
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            Wormwood

      Artemisia absinthium (50g) 

The wormwood plant has been used since early human history as a medicinal herb and general health tonic to protect against a wide variety of complaints. It was chiefly u..
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            CBDGold 5% CBD

      CO2 Extract from CBD rich industrial hemp flowers, EU certified.

available in different strengths of CBD:

5% and 10%

  I

 

Beside CBD and CBDa also inside:..

            
                20.00€              
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